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**I. Overview** The field of robotics is exciting and engaging for students. This excitement and engagement makes utilization of Lego Mindstorm™ Robotics kits, while addressing the 8th Grade California Science Content Standards of Motion and Investigation/Experimentation, very effective. While using the robotics kits, students will also complete daily writing assignments. These writing assignments may be individual or group assignments and allow students to practice basic language arts skills and holds each student accountable for the success of their team. The final product of this unit will be a lab report and class competitions. Students will analyze their data and draw conclusions as a team, focusing on providing evidence for any statements the team makes regarding their data. The construction of a lab report will allow students to understand the manner in which most scientists communicate their findings. The competitions are an exciting performance assessment, which fosters team spirit and camaraderie. Finally, as collaboration is necessary in most areas of science, each student will continually focus on developing interpersonal skills that enhance their team’s productivity.

*Note:* The following represents my personal teaching-style. Feel free to adapt any portion of these lessons, as you feel necessary to make robotics enjoyable for you and your students. Please cite as appropriate.

**II. Objectives**

**Grade 8 California Science Content Standards**

**Motion (1.a – f):**

a. Position is defined relative to some choice of standard reference point and set of reference directions.

b. Average speed is the total distance traveled divided by the total time elapsed. The speed of an object along the path traveled can vary.

c. How to solve problems involving distance, time, and average speed.

d. To describe velocity of an object one must specify both direction and speed.

e. Changes in velocity can be changes in speed, direction, or both

f. How to interpret graphs of position versus time and speed versus time for motion in a single direction.

**Investigation and Experimentation (9.a, b, f):**

a. Plan and conduct a scientific investigation to test a hypothesis.

b. Evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of data.

f. Construct appropriate graphs from data and develop quantitative statements about the relationships between variables.

**Grade 8 California Language Arts Standards:**

**Write technical documents (2.6 a-c):**

a. Identify the sequence of activities needed to design a system, operate a tool, or explain the bylaws of an organization.

b. Include all the factors and variables that need to be considered.

c. Use formatting techniques (e.g., headings, differing fonts) to aid comprehension.
III. Materials:

A. Each Team of 4 students will need:
1. One Lego MIndstorm Team Challenge Set, including the instruction book (Green Parts box)
2. One clear box or shoe box with lid (Storage box)
3. 6 AA batteries
4. One PC with the ROBOLAB Software and one USB infrared transmitter
5. One three ring binder for team work
   Team Roles and Responsibilities handout*
   Signed Parent Information Letter and Permission slips*
   Daily Journals (notes of progress and sketches of robot)
   Handouts (denoted by * in lessons)
   Rubric for project(s)
   Project(s)
6. Enough space for the following
   Computer
   Surface to build – approx. 9 square meters/ team
   Surface to test robots – approx. 25 square meters/ team
   See Diagram 1 and Diagram 2 below

B. Each student should have room in their individual science notebook for the following:
   Robotics KWL chart (if you do it individually* - See images for class KWL)
   Individually completed team building activity responses
   Individually completed Team Roles and Responsibilities selection paragraphs
   Vocabulary List w/ drawing and definitions
   Color RCX drawing and labels
   Work Habits evaluations
   Individual handouts

Diagram 1 – Class at beginning of unit

Diagram 2 – Class during unit

Diagrams not to scale
IV. Parts and Class Management

*It cannot be stressed how important this is.*

To give some perspective, I have 5 classes that are 53 minutes each. Here are tips that worked for me. Again, take what you can to make a system that works for you.

- About PC/Mac acquisition: Ask your site or district technology coordinator if they have extra computers for your class. You might also consider publishing your need in your school newsletter or website.
- Make sure students have plenty of room to work. See Diagram 1 and Diagram 2.
- Do not allow students to get Parts and Storage boxes or touch any supplies on their desks until all business and instructions have been given.
- Decide on a place for your Parts and Storage boxes, preferably with doors that can be locked. I numbered each team’s boxes. See Image 3.
- Have students run robots on the floor rather than the table to prevent damage from falls from tabletop.
- Allow at least 5 minutes for clean up.
- I have a small container to hold the few loose parts I find at the end of the day, rather than tracking down who it belongs to. I have found that when it is needed someone will claim it.
- *Students will want to come in during lunch and/or after school.* Decide if you will allow this and have a schedule for it, if you do. I only allow students to come if there are at least 2 members of their team present. This minimizes monopolization of learning and enhances the progress of their team. Students must also briefly document this time in their journal.
- Although very few discipline problems arise because of the high degree of engagement, have a plan and be prepared to follow through. Do not threaten students.
- Decide if you will choose student teams or allow students to self-select.

**Image 1**

At the beginning of the unit, tables are near one another as seen in Diagram 1.

**Image 2**

During the unit, tables are along the perimeter of the class as seen in Diagram 2.
Each group has the numbers facing OUT with the lid fasten shut for stacking.

The Run Area provides lots of room, much more than each table provides.

Cleaning up at the end of each period takes time.

These students were so engaged I had to ask them to leave at 6 p.m. Notice the large space available for students to run robots.